Update on Internal Investigation

By Anna Von Reitz

I know that I just reported the status of the investigation into the attack on the LRS but from the responses I am receiving there are still a lot of clueless people who don’t now and never did understand what I meant when I said—- repeatedly—- that the LRS was always intended to be an international recording service.

They equally didn’t connect the dots when I said that people all over the world have been the victims of the exact same fraud.

So let me get a frozen slab of halibut out of my freezer and see if I can knock some sense into these people.

About five years ago, Land Recording Offices started closing for no apparent reason—all over the world.

In Great Britain there is exactly one land recording office left—- and it is in the Inner City of London, for the convenience of the British Monarch.

The British People have always held their land as Free Holds—- meaning that they have unalienable rights with respect to land parcels they occupy, even though the King holds land assets in a National Land Trust.

Even if these people have been hoodwinked and abused by the Incorporated Government (just as we have) they have “reversionary Trust interests” that they can claim just as we do.

They are also owed a ton of actual physical assets and the credit resulting from the use of these assets as collateral backing the public debts of the Incorporated Government—-aka, the Imperial Crown Corporation.
Every time a Brit or an American claims back their Free Hold the government loses assets backing its debts and the credit secured from those assets has to be accounted for.

This is true in America, the United Kingdom, the former Commonwealth, Germany, Japan, and elsewhere wherever the Vermin have set up shop.

The asset loss and responsibility aforementioned is what the rats are attempting to evade by closing the land recording offices and making it nearly impossible for average people to record their claims and exercise their reversionary trust interests.

We have more than 330 million Americans, most of whom have valid claims. Billions of others worldwide have valid claims — and this miserable cartel at the top is preventing everyone from recording their political status and securing their reversionary trust interest by closing the land recording offices.

Enter the LRS—— to help the BILLIONS of people who desperately need the same service we do and which we are providing to ourselves. And don’t forget the American Service Members and all the other Americans who are posted overseas for one reason or another.

The LRS was also the first service to come to the rescue of Americans living in States where access to Land Offices was being restricted and our “public servants” were refusing to record their claims.

The LRS was the wedge in the door making sure that everyone, everywhere, including Americans in bad circumstances, could have access to recording services.

No matter what.

The LRO was developed later to replace the local Land Recording Offices that were being closed down or misdirected not to record our claims.

Thus, we had two land recording services—— the LRO moving into place to provide local service to Americans and the LRS in international jurisdiction standing available to Americans in foreign countries, Americans in this country who didn’t have access, and everyone else worldwide struggling with the same problems.

“Thanks” to the unflagging and pernicious insubordination of certain Assembly and Federation officers all those Americans and innocent people all over the world no longer have a way forward. They are being prevented from bringing forward their claims, because the LRS is no longer functioning.
These mean-spirited and wrong-headed individuals acted out of fear and jealousy and greed —- and a desire to control everything— to slander the LRS effort. And they directly continued their “assault” in the face of my direct instruction to cut it out.

Like the Mockingbird Media they just continued misrepresenting the LRS and undermining its mission until they finally got what they wanted,

“Thanks” to them, the LRS was dealt a fatal blow from within by the very people and organizations that should have been cheering the LRS effort on.

“Thanks” to these boneheaded and insubordinate miscreants we now have 22,000 people including Americans facing an upward struggle and we are left without the means to deliver relief to them.

We can no longer just push a button and give people all over the world a safe international trade bank account. We can’t deliver the money and credit they are owed. And it is all because a few people acted out of fear and ignorance and selfishness.

Welcome to the story of the whole human race.

The “few” who spoil everything for the many.

Despite this setback we are not deterred. We will preserve the records of the LRS. We will re-launch an international Land Recording Service. We will not fail in our will and our mission to bring abundance and peace to the world.

When I catch up to those who have done this dreadful thing, they are going to have their noses rubbed in the delays and the misery that they have caused with their “Hate LRS” campaign, and face up to the situation they have caused me and 22,000 innocent people worldwide who had already signed up on the LRS and who were ready to receive relief through auto-assigned Trade Bank accounts.

The same opportunities would have been available to the LRO if the Perpetrators had just followed my instructions and waited another week.

Instead we have yet another self-generated debacle to sort out and more time wasted.

Shame on them forever.

But the very worst of this are the billions of people left without a rescue “boat” to ferry them home again. People will starve and freeze because a few miscreants couldn’t
exercise their brain cells. Those deaths will be their legacy and karma because they would not listen to me.

They thought they were smarter, more experienced, and better judges. They thought they “knew better” and didn’t even pause to ask themselves who built the ark they are sailing on?

They went off on their pity potty tangent without the slightest idea of the far larger mission the rest of us had already embarked upon.

So here we are, momentarily stuck dead in the water, and it is all because of self-centered lying and ignorance.

The people who made all these chargebacks had cause to know that they themselves had entered the data and paid the fees for publication on the LRS. To issue the chargeback they HAD TO LIE and say that they hadn’t done the data entry, hadn’t paid for the service, and by inference, claim that the LRS was at fault.

Once again, we are being tripped up by Liars — people lacking the basic moral compass to realize that what they were doing was wrong.

As we struggle to rebirth and restore our heritage we need to cast out the Devil in ourselves.

Lying is one of the surest signs that a person is in league with The Father of All Lies.

The people who did this probably thought they were protecting themselves and protecting their interests by doing this evil. Maybe they even thought that they were protecting me by ignoring me and my instructions to them.

Most people who lie are deluded and depend on ego to justify what they do. They also think they won’t get caught.
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